For a classic but relaxed feel use a palette of soft eggshell blues and mid tone neutrals. This palette will keep your space open and calm.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.*
Contrasting colours don’t have to be bright and can often balance a space. A cool, greyed green will balance the warmth of wooden flooring and resonate with the Australian foliage.

Light neutrals are a great colour to offset eclectic design. They’ll sit back and allow your own personal style to shine through.

Study the underlying tone of all your colour choices carefully and make sure they all harmonise.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.

style tip
Warm colours are inviting and cosy. Use paint colours to call out the tones of warm leather or flooring.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.*
Warm neutral colours are the perfect backdrop to show off other features of a space. They’re friendly and have longevity.

Consider which paint finish might be best for your project. Matte or flat finishes hide wall imperfections, but glossier finishes will reflect more light.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.*
**sleep**

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.*

- **Scandanavian Grey**
  - A34W
- **Juicy Mango**
  - B68W
- **Twilight Cascade**
  - E39W

Dark wall colours are great for rooms with plenty of natural light and high ceilings. They will create a more dramatic, sophisticated look. Make sure trim and ceiling are painted fresh white for a perfect finish.

For a loft, airy feel to a room, keep everything light. Light colours will open up your space and feel fresh and tranquil.

**style tip**

Take samples of fabrics, tiles etc with you when you go to choose your paint colours.
Darker colour schemes make a statement and can feel masculine. Pick a colour for a feature wall from a favourite painting or from soft furnishings.

Hallways are transient spaces perfect for pops of colour. Try using a mid-tone grey on the wall as your base and add bright colours in your furnishings. This way you can swap them out easily when you feel like a new look.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.
Blue are calming colours and promote expression and communication. Mix different shades of blue to create simple but harmonious schemes.

work

Choosing colour is as easy as 1, 2, 3

Inspiration
Gather colour inspiration, whether it's online, from your existing soft furnishings or even colours from your natural environment.

Edit
Narrow down your colour choices by selecting a few colour swatches in store. Take them home and study them in different lights and next to different fixtures and fittings.

Test
Confirm your choice by purchasing a test pot. Brush the paint out onto a large piece of card and live with the colour for a few days before you start your project.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.

Store your favourite colour swatches here.

Blue Grace

Atlantica

Calendula

Baby Seal

On the cover
You've chosen your colour.

Now choose the best paint for the job.

Wattyl Interior Design I.D Advanced incorporates antibacterial and anti mould formulations and Advanced cleanability. With Total Clean Technology to deliver a new level of paint performance. Low in VOC, with virtually no odour.

Wattyl Interior Design I.D. Excellent washability, stain and scuff resistance. Specifically formulated to resist marking, even in darker colours. Virtually no odour during and after application.

The Wattyl ultra premium interior range incorporates the ultimate in technology to deliver high quality results across broadwall, preps, trims and ceilings.

For stockist information, product enquiries and technical advice please visit wattyl.com.au or call our customer service and technical hotline on 132 101

All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow. Slight variations may occur. Photographic and printed images may not represent the true colour. Valspar Paint (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 40 000 035 914